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I       Purpose of the BFI Committee 
A To expect TMC to achieve sound financial management and transparency, and to provide due 

advice and consent to management and recommendations to the board on BFI matters. 
B To guide TMC financial-management personnel -- and partners, accreditors, etc. -- on TMC's 

sound BFI policies and practices without impeding or impairing their professional progress. 
C To report our findings, observations and recommendations to the executive committee of the 

board and to the board in its entirety in professional, timely fashion. 
II     Organization of the BFI Committee 

A    Edward:  BFI committee chairman (AY 2007/2008), and interface to management and board on 
BFI issues (subject to provisions of IV, below) 

B    Fred:  BFI vice-chairman for investment  
C    Joseph:  BFI vice-chairman for budget  
D    Paul:  BFI vice-chairman for finance  
E    intra-organizational modus operandi: direct, candid, timely and courteous communication; tight 

coordination as a committee (see IV, below) 
III    The BFI Committee's Needs & Constraints 

A    We need a lot of information from TMC management and we must work in concert with 
management and as a Committee to get, analyze, refine and approve it in a manner and to an end 
consistent with the BFI Committee’s Purpose, as defined above. 

B    The BFI Committee’s organizational structure will facilitate this work with management subject to 
the protocols of communication and coordination, as below. 

IV    Protocol of the BFI Committee 
A Let's please operate with communication discipline: 

1.    All extraordinary communications -- proposals on BFI-related policies, partnerships, 
initiatives, management, etc. -- should go through the chairman to management or the 
board once the committee consents unless delegated by the chairman to the respective vice-
chairman.  

2.    All ordinary communications with management or the board apropos of a given BFI area 
should copy the respective vice-chairman and the chairman. 

3     All generic (non-BFI-related) communications with management or the board are non-
privileged, unconstrained. 

B Let's have fun with this, learn something and help TMC refine and achieve some grand goals 
for itself, our culture and the Church. 

V     Monthly conference call 
--    we should have an ordinarily scheduled, no-more-than-one-hour monthly conference call -- with the 
CAO/CFO explaining at least the month's/quarter's financial performance, provided in advance of the call, and 
on other matters (vice-chairmen to provide agenda items) 
--    we should be mindful that occasionally more frequent calls will be required ... 

 


